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Floodgate Security Framework 

Secure Boot for Renesas Synergy Boards          
Quick Start Guide 

The Floodgate Security Framework includes a Secure Boot facility that enables OEMs to deliver 

devices that only run signed, validated code from the OEM.  

Creating a sample project 

Your software package contains fg_signelf.exe, a utility application located in the \bin folder 

off the root of your distribution. We will use this along with Renesas e2 Studio to build a sample 

project to demonstrate Phase 1 of the multi-stage Secure Boot facility. Using this sample, the 

Renesas target board’s LEDs blink to reflect the state of the firmware’s integrity. The fully-

integrated multi-stage bootloader will provide alternatives when integrity cannot be verified. 

The following procedure uses an SK-S7G2 evaluation system. You should substitute your target 

hardware if it differs. 

Using fg_signelf for Self-Provisioning 

1. Create a Test Application in e2 Studio 

a. Start e2 Studio and create a new Synergy Project. File->New->Synergy Project 

b. Give a name to the project. In our example we call ours Proj 

c. Select your license key for e2-Studio, if you have been provided one 

d. In the Device Selection pane, choose S7G2 SK and keep the other default options  

e. On the Project Configuration pane, select the S7G2-SK blinky project template.  

f. Copy the provided fg_sboot_VSA folder’s contents into <workspace>\Proj. Make sure 

that you have copied the file \src\hal_entry.c into <workspace>\Proj\src replacing 

the version that was generated when you created the project.  

g. Choose Synergy Configuration pane’s BSP tab, then find the Properties tab in another 

pane, just under Synergy Configuration pane,  and set Properties Heap Size to 0x2000. 

NOTE: Depending on your environment, it may be necessary to utilize a larger 

heap.  If your run into errors, increase the heap size and retry.  

h. Click on Generate Project Content(on the top right hand corner of the Synergy 

Configuration pane) 

i. Edit the project properties. Right click on Proj in the project navigation pain, select 

Properties->C/C++ Build->Settings->Cross ARM C Compiler->Includes:  Add the 

following path to the list of include paths 

${workspace_loc:/${ProjName}/inc/} 

j. While still editing the project properties, select Cross ARM C Linker, Libraries: Update 

the Library Search Path to and add the path 
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${workspace_loc:/${ProjName}/lib/Debug} 

 Add fg_port, fg_crypto, fg_cert, and fg_sboot  to Libraries.  

k. Build your project to create <workspace>\Proj\Debug\Proj.elf 

 

2. Run fg_signelf to Configure Secure Boot 

a. Open a command prompt and execute the following instructions: 

 Change directories to <workspace>\Proj\bin 

    Execute the command:  

   fg_signelf –genkeys –signapp –o:TestKey 

      When prompted to overwrite the existing key file, select y to overwrite the keys.  

b. Rebuild and run your e2 Studio firmware application 

The first time you do this, the sample application will blink the LEDs at a high rate of 

speed, indicating that the firmware signature does not match the one generated with 

fg_signelf.  

Run fg_signelf again with the same switches, and choose to overwrite the keys. When you 

subsequently execute the application, the LEDs will blink at 2Hz to indicate validated firmware. 

If you subsequently make changes to the application then rebuild and re-run, the LEDs will again 

blink at a high rate of speed. This is due to a change in the firmware. Because you didn’t change 

the signature, it no longer matches the flash program – and the demo reflects this with frequency. 

To sync the signature after making changes, first build your firmware, run fg_signelf to 

generate the new signature, and finally rebuild and run your e2 Studio project. 

Note that you will have to repeat this process if you make changes to the firmware, or if you 

change the keylength Secure Boot uses. 


